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Artistic Utopias: Michio Ito and the Trope of the International
Yutian Wong
Michio Ito is often referred to as both an 'international artist' and 'the forgotten pioneer' in the canon of US modern dance. The coupling of these titles speaks to the multi-faceted contradictions found in the narration of his career by dance critics and historians. This chapter analyzes the political tensions of 'forgetting' Ito by revisiting narrations of his career in relationship to racialized understandings of the category -'international artist' -in order to understand why Ito the 'international' must remain remembered as 'forgotten' within canonical narratives of early modern dance in the United States. Ito's status as an 'international artist' -a carefully honed, racially ambiguous, subjectivity -is disrupted upon the bombing of Pearl Harbor and US entry into World War II when subject to legal discourse (Executive Order 9066). His racially marked Japanese body becomes irreconcilable with an American modern dance history dependent upon narratives of US nationalism as a formative and productive means to achieve recognition for modern dance.
To understand how race functions in relationship to the contradiction between Ito's status as an international artist (his ubiquitous presence) and his status as forgotten pioneer (his absence), this chapter explores the case of Ito as an example for investigating the ways in which the trope of the non-white 'international artist' is often used to gloss the political exigency of racial, ethnic, gender, and class difference suggested by the term 'artist-of-color'. In the narration of socially decontextualized and personalized professional histories that span geographic regions including both Western and non-Western locales, the international artist has come to signify the utopian end of race as a highly politicized and polarizing category.
To rethink the complexities of Ito's career path and positioning in dance history I highlight seemingly insignificant moments in Ito's career that speak to the discrepancies between his past fame and his contemporary absence. I then situate his fame/absence within a career trajectory as it is commonly retold, in order to establish him as an 'international artist' while simultaneously offering an Asian Americanist critique. The chapter concludes by complicating notions of the international as both an erasure and inscription of race and ethnicity. The fact that the details of his personal life would make their way into the national news demonstrates the completeness to which Ito has been excised from US dance history. The reports of Ito's divorce also mark the conditions of his fame, under which he was framed as both 'abusive' and 'increasingly Oriental' in the years after the 1928 Denaturalization Act that stripped Asian Americans of their US citizenship and barred all Asian immigration. This framework, in which I read a moment in Ito's life through critical Asian American historicization, needs to be reconnected to the larger trajectory of Ito's career because it allows for an interdisciplinary rethinking of Ito's biography -his meteoric rise to international fame and his disappearance from dance history and the United States. Accounts of this legendary rise to fame always begin with Ito at the age of 17 or 18 traveling to Germany from Japan to study at Emile Dalcroze's school in Hellerau. From Germany Ito traveled to London, where his mythic ascent is fully realized in true bohemian fashion when, as a starving young (dance) artist, he was discovered in a café by the poet Ezra Pound. Taken by the novelty of a French-speaking,
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